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Abstract-A novel circuit architecture and algorithm is pre- There is some evidence that methods which involve re-
sented for the efficient implementation of a matrix inversion currence, such as Sherman-Morrison, iterative methods, and
unit. The division-free algorithm yields a scaled version of the v.l'S. 'iE
inverse and the scaling factor. Based on the Sherman-Morrison variou formsfiven rotatns-asd inversion typically
formula, the proposed architecture is characterized by regular, provlde better numerical robustness and precision than conven-
locally-connected arrays of processing units and simple iterative tional direct inversion methods [6]. Simulations have shown
processing. It is especially well-suited for covariance matrices, that this is true for the proposed method. Furthermore, a
or any other matrix which can be constructed from rank-one means of dynamic scaling control was devised to maximize
updates of an initial matrix whose inverse is known. While it the precision of the result when integer arithmetic is used.
constitutes an ideal solution for antenna array MMSE (minimum
mean-square error) processing, it can also be generalized to many II. OPTIMAL COMBINING USING MINIMUM MEAN
other applications with little effort. Implementation results of a SQUARE ERROR CRITERIA
heavily pipelined matrix inverter on a Xilinx Virtex-I FPGA
are presented, including cost in logic slices and maximum clock Figure 1 shows a typical M x M Multi-Input Multi-Output
frequency. The cost / complexity of the proposed solution is com- (MIMO) system. In a Layered Space-Time (LST) scheme [10],
parable to, and in many cases better than, known alternatives, each transmitting antenna's signal is at some point estimated

by passing through a linear weight-and-sum structure (spatial
filter), where the optimal weight vector can be chosen accord-

Iing to the zero-forcing (ZF) or the minimum mean-square error
Matrix inversion is a common operation in many signal (MMSE) criterion.

processing problems, including most block adaptation methods >
used in adaptive communication systems.

In previous efforts [1], [2], implementation in hardware is
often non-trivial because of the need for complex operators, * :
e.g. division or square root. Many proposed architectures rely Tx Rx
on some form of factorization such as Cholesky [3] or QR
[4], [5], [6]. The latter class is of particular interest, and <M >: rM
includes many variants which exploit Givens rotations [7]
for efficient hardware-based QR decomposition. In particular, Fig. 1. An M x M MIMO system
the implementation described in [5] exploits squared Givens
rotations (SGR) [8] to avoid the square root operator, as was In the presence of interference, the optimal method is
originally suggested in [9]. However, a number of divisions MMSE combining, which requires knowledge of the received
is still required. The triangular locally-connected array of signal autocorrelation matrix to compute the weights:
processing units used therein yields directly a weight vector W = a,R- (1
for array processing where the necessary matrix inversion is
implicit. This approach is characterized by a very complex se- is a costant c0 is the desired hanel vector and
ries of events and timing requirements, and therefore requires RN is the autocorrelation matrix.
a substantial design effort to emulate. Assuming the noise and interfering signals are uncorrelated,

In [3], the use of the Sherman-Morrison formula was the autocorrelation matrix is given by
employed to construct an inversion circuit which inverts a :

series of matri es where two sue essive matrices differ only RXX= cr2I +- cic, (2)
by a smnall perturbatioln. The approach proposed hereiln uses t=1
a modified form of the Sherman-Morrison formula to invert where ca2 is the noise power, I is the identity matrix, ci and
a covarialnce matrix firom scratch, while avoiding divisionLs cU are the chalnnrel vector anLd tranLsposed-colnjugate channrel
thalnks to appropriate scaling, vector, respectively, of the ith tranlsm[itted signlal.
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The LST receiver architecture which constitutes the moti- hard-wired 18 x 18 multipliers and RAM blocks, which free up
vation for the present work was designed in such a way that the generic logic for the other required components (adders,
estimates of the channel vector ci are successively obtained, flip-flops, counters, etc). Simulation of the system was per-
and are used to construct the RXX matrix for each layer. This formed using Matlab-generated test vectors in the Modelsim
structure given in (2) can therefore be exploited to perform XE testing environment.
inversion. V. MODULE DESCRIPTION

III. SHERMAN-MORRISON FORMULA This section gives an in-depth view of the important mod-
The Sherman-Morrison formula [11], being a special case ules in the implementation.

of the matrix inversion lemma, allows the easy computation A. Matrix-vector multiplication
of the inverse of a slightly-modified matrix A given that the Shown in Figure 3, this unit computes the product cH I.
inverse of the original matrix is known. The perturbation must Multiplexers are needed in order to select either the initial
take the form of a rank-I update, e.g. uv , where u and v 2 o o.

are vectors f appropriat dimensions.matrix, a o h euto h rvosieain hs
are vectors of appropriate dimensions. signals are input at the top of a linear I-cell systolic array

GivenA-_.1. , the: Sherman-Morrison formlomprised of multiply-ac umulate cells. The current channel

(A-1 UVH-1= - (A-lUVHA-l) vector is conjugated and input from the left of the array. The
1 + vHA-lu - resulting vector is fed into a series of AND gates to ensure

By examining (2), it can easily be seen that (3) can be di- that only the final and valid result, not the intermediary value,
rectly applied to the autocorrelation matrix inversion problem. is sent to the next modules.
Using a different notation, (3) becomes: init(1) R, init(2) R2 * * init(M)RM

(R7'1 CfCHRj71j) II
(R11 .c,cf'<1 R7 i"1 IcUR7-1 (4 SelMat(1) SelMat(2) SelMat(M)
i - y1 y i - i 1 1 + cHR 1CiI I II I

where Ri = H72i+ CkC, so that R1 = R, and
Ro =c2i. Zero(l) Zero(2) Zero(M
From a hardware perspective, equation (4) is problematic

because of the presence of division. By introducing appropriate
scaling, the division can be translated into a multiplication,
thus avoiding this difficulty. The recurrent relation then be-
comes Fig. 3. Matrix-vector imnultiplication

MT7 (cl +cH,7c1C) , + CC -1i-l B. Matrix-matrix multiplication
= M- I(ci_ + CHM I Ci)- Figure 4 details the matrix multiplier which computes

;Xf ' 0* ) 0 : ' 7t 1 MI~1 T-

(5) f<1icic{'f<14i. Since dMi7'j1 (c{Iitij), both inputs
of the unit come from the matrix-vector multiplier, one branch

where J4-7 = ciR-1 and the scaling factor ce can be being fed to a conjugate unit beforehand (see Figure 2). The
expressed as: unit is comprised of a M x M-cell systolic array. Each cell

ai+1 = ai(aj + CH -1) has the same structure as the one described above, with thea1(oi-j iv0~ (6)addition of a vertical passthrough link to propagate the top
with ao = 1. inputs downwards. The results are multiplexed onto M1 output

lines in accordance with a specific structure.
IV. SYSTEM: ARCH[ITECTURE

A. System description C. Vector-vector multiplication
This unit implements cHR17ci. The result of the matrix-

Shown in Figure 2, the overall system arhitecture directly i e transpose eore beng
implements the modified Sherman-Morrison formula (5). Each multipliebthe hn el toien vtrorse peformed
box corresponds to a specific hardware unit, the main ones multiplexerywhich effeciely acts as a parallel-to-serial
being detailed in section V. At the system level, it is essen- cnre Bothpvectors effed to a single cell.
tially a dataflow architecture with some amount of pipelining.
Individual arithmetic units performing matrix and/or vector D. Scaling factor additionoperlatin are reglar Ulotlly-connectedmarrxays. Fiur 5vhweteiplmnaicforc~71 n

Memryo: blLocks alnd a high lnumber of multipliers alre (6). A flip-flop is used as a memryo: elemnent to stolre the value
required, as well as other basic logic elements. In part because of a. This value is added to the vector-vector multiplication
of these requiremenlts, the Xilinx Vilrtex-JI family of FPGAs lresult. The nrew oa is computed anLd stolred inLto the memory
seem[ed a nlaturalL target platformn sinlce it provides distributed elemnent.
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Fig. 2. General system architecture

cOiR-I1z me <= '0'; loadM <= 'O';enScale <= 'O'; clrMM <= 'O';
mwe <= '0'; selMV <= '0';clrScale <= '0'; count <= 0;

||... enMV <= '0'; selC <= '0'; loadScale <= '0'; count2 <= 0;
ZiiW> W cIrMV <='0'; enVy <= '0'; enLambda <= '0';count3 <= 0;

. Z12 ,>.Rst=1zeroMV=;clrVV <= 'O'; enMM <= 'O'; count iter < 0r Z _ ...... Z12=W30 <- t\ I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~me <= '1',
Zii Z12 Zi ZiMZ1M Valid 0 mwe<e T;

Z 1 2 ->*->~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Wit Valid =1 enMV <= 1;
Z22 > i~~~~~~count_iter += 1 cunt_iter >= MloadM =T

Z2M RT~~}Vc~R~ enLambda<='~1';51 SI crScale <= 1Z2M-~~~~~I) zcount <=0R7zzc | Z22Z2M Z2M >Rcjgc,Rz z enaba<' cutie

enMM <='O';cun_itr Mcount2 <= 0;
cIrMM <= '1'; ount3 >= M+1 loadM <= '0'

DQA else <= cou-n2 e+V1; ( count==1;
* *> *--cl2M| crVV <= '1cTM = 0:

-------nugte-i Zmm > JselMV <= '1' nt +=3
enScale <= 'O'; J
loadScale <= '0;

Fig. 4. Matrix-matrix multiplicatione nMM <=T;

Fig. 5. Scaling factor additioncal <=T; e <'O'

vcount2<d d i f maste<sign; lVI SEQUEN R if(count iter uty) First, MVA<=fopar loaded wzeroMVth u=O
4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oDSQcalse= ,; ( S)count2 += 1; count2 += 1; enV S5 r;

u 6> DL o th sa+ct RXXcg loadScale<=sina o g b t
Ein-- Eln > end;/ (Sk(-

Lds > Ldrqie tnd sn thi v

ctHR c Fig. 6. State M bachine

Fig. 5. Scaling factor addition

various delayed versions of these master signals.
The generation of the initial matrix also requires some

VI. SEQUENCER 2conrtrol circuitry. First, M\ flip-flLops are loaded with the crT
Figure 6 shows the diagram of the state machine generating The load sigdallob dM generated by the FSM is for the first

all the control signals required to ensure plrope sequencig of flip-flop and since this value is exclusively on the diagon,al, a
the system. delay of 2 clock cycles is introduced between loatdM and the

Because of the layered structure, the circuitry is used more other flip-flops.
tan once to compute te inverse an many units need to be Te system contains many multplexers whose select Sinls

turnled on anld off at specific tim[es. This is crucial for the are genlerated by the FSM. The mnultiplexer for the chalnnel
units containlinlg processing cell arrays. Also, the accumulated coefficienlt vectors switches inlputs at each iteration, so that
values from a previous iteration must be cleared before starting its select signal,se/C, is tied to a counter, count_iter which
the next computation. Enable (enMV, enMM and enVV) and counts the number of iterations completed so far. For the
clear (clrMV, clrMM and clrVV) signals are thus needed to input multiplexers of the matrix-vector multiplication unit, the
control the array cells. Inl the linlear and square arrays, the cells switch between the two inputs maust not occur at the samle timae
mnust e controle b.yindividual elnabl alndclear signlas. To for al A multiplexers because each line iS delayed onelock
achieve this simply, while maintaining the generic, scalable cycle from the previous. Thus, the select signal generated by
qua lty of the designl, a single enalla,e and a single clear: signll the FSM, selMV, iS used dilrectly by the frst mux and delayed
are generated by the FSM. A sequence of flip-flops provides for the other mnuxes. selMV is alLso delLayed alnd used by the
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multiplexer for the matrix input of the multiplication unit. The operations and both the individual processing cells and the
input multiplexer of the vector-vector multiplication unit must sequencer are much more complex than with the proposed
change at every clock cycle for a total of M1 switches, so it method. Furthermore, the 0(M/2) completion time of the
is tied to counter count2 controlled by the FSM. The output proposed technique is due to the systolic-style dataflow (which
multiplexers for the matrix-matrix multiplication must also simplifies routing and control signal requirements). Linear
switch between lines at every clock cycles for a total of M time is achievable in principle by using pipelining between
switches. A series a flip-flops delay selMV by the appropriate iterations and between successive inversions.
number of cycles and the end signal is used by the first mux.

V CONCLUSION
Again, not every mux must be switched at the same time, so
flip-flops are used as a mean to delay the select signal for the A division and square-root free matrix inversion unit was
remaining muxes. proposed and designed for incorporation into a layered space-

The scaling factor addition contains a memory element that time MIMO receiver. It is implemented using integer arith-
must be controlled by the FSM. Three signals -enScale metic and handles complex-valued matrices. It requires that
loadScale and clrScale -are used to properly control this the input matrix be expressible as a sum of rank-1 updates, a
unit. Particularities of these signals are that loadScale is tied to condition automatically met in a LST receiver since individual
one for a single clock cycle during the entire inverting process channel estimates are available. It was implemented in a
and clrScale is also tied to one for a single clock cycle, at the Virtex-JI FPGA with the inclusion of a dynamic scaling
end of the Ml iterations before the next inversion starts. circuit (using simple shifts) to improve precision and avoid

Specific to the matrix-vector multiplication unit is a control underflow/overflow. Further optimisations are planned, as well
signal fed to the output AND gates called zeroMV. Again, the as a detailed precision analysis.
one generated by the FSM is delayed before being fed to the ACKNOWLEDGMENT
other AND gates.
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